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Promises to Keep ERH Press
“A stunningly atmospheric fantasy that doubles as an exceptional character
study . . . we can’t wait to see where Dabos takes it next.” —Entertainment
Weekly (“The 10 Best YA Books of 2018”) One of Publishers Weekly’s Best
YA Books of the Year A National Indie Bestseller Lose yourself in the fantastic
world of the arks and in the company of unforgettable characters in this French
runaway hit, Christelle Dabos’ The Mirror Visitor quartet. Plain-spoken,
headstrong Ophelia cares little about appearances. Her ability to read the past
of objects is unmatched in all of Anima and, what’s more, she possesses the
ability to travel through mirrors, a skill passed down to her from previous
generations. Her idyllic life is disrupted, however, when she is promised in
marriage to Thorn, a taciturn and influential member of a distant clan. Ophelia
must leave all she knows behind and follow her fianc� to Citaceleste, the
capital of a cold, icy ark known as the Pole, where danger lurks around every
corner and nobody can be trusted. There, in the presence of her inscrutable
future husband, Ophelia slowly realizes that she is a pawn in a political game
that will have far-reaching ramifications not only for her but for her entire
world. The World of the Arks Long ago, following a cataclysm called the
Rupture, the world was shattered into many floating celestial islands, now
known as arks. Over each, the spirit of an omnipotent and immortal ancestor
abides. The inhabitants of these arks each possess a unique power. Ophelia,
with her ability to read the pasts of objects, must navigate this fantastic,
disjointed, perilous world using her trademark tenacity and quiet strength.
Mud and Gold Univ of California Press
From the bestselling author of Home Comforts comes the story of our wedding
vows—what they mean and why they still matter. In the West, marrying is so thoroughly
identified with ceremonial promises that “taking vows” is a synonym for getting married.
So, it’s a surprise to realize that this custom is actually a historical and anthropological
oddity. Most of the world, for most of history, married without making promises. And
there’s a reason for that. Marriage by vow presupposes free choice, and free choice
makes a love-match possible. It is a very modern arrangement. Vows is both a moving
memoir of two marriages and a thoughtful meditation on marriage itself. Cheryl
Mendelson tackles the sociology of commitment through our most traditional promises
and shows why they endure. In considering the kind of marriage these vows entail, she
helps answer some of life’s most urgent and personal of questions: Could I, would I, or
should I make these promises to someone? Using history and literature, the book
describes the parameters of the behavior that traditional vows promise and, in doing so,
answers a whole series of other questions: Why did wedding-by-vow arise only in the
West? Why are they recited in weddings around the world today? Why have these vows
lasted for nearly a thousand years? Why does the kind of marriage promised in the
vows survive?
Veil and Vow Rowman & Littlefield
This collection of essays by prominent lawyers, theologians, social
scientists, policy makers, and activists examines the reasons why the once
treasured institution of marriage has been steadily displaced by a culture
of divorce and unwed parenthood. Promises to Keep presents the full text of
The Council on Families in America's 1995 investigation, Marriage in
America: A Report to the Nation, and the contributors provide suggestions
for marital resurrection to counteract trends that have created tragic
hardships for children, generated poverty within families, and burdened us
with insupportable social costs. Sponsored by The Institute for American
Values.

I Do! I Do! The Marriage Vow Workbook Rowman & Littlefield
Choosing whom to marry involves more than emotion, as racial politics, cultural mores, and local
demographics all shape romantic choices. In Marriage Vows and Racial Choices, sociologist
Jessica Vasquez-Tokos explores the decisions of Latinos who marry either within or outside of
their racial and ethnic groups. Drawing from in-depth interviews with nearly 50 couples, she
examines their marital choices and how these unions influence their identities as Americans.
Vasquez-Tokos finds that their experiences in childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood
shape their perceptions of race, which in turn influence their romantic expectations. Most Latinos
marry other Latinos, but those who intermarry tend to marry whites. She finds that some Latina
women who had domineering fathers assumed that most Latino men shared this trait and
gravitated toward white men who differed from their fathers. Other Latina respondents who
married white men fused ideas of race and class and perceived whites as higher status and
considered themselves to be “marrying up.” Latinos who married non-Latino
minorities—African Americans, Asian Americans, and Native Americans—often sought out non-
white partners because they shared similar experiences of racial marginalization. Latinos who
married Latinos of a different national origin expressed a desire for shared cultural
commonalities with their partners, but—like those who married whites—often associated their
own national-origin groups with oppressive gender roles. Vasquez-Tokos also investigates how
racial and cultural identities are maintained or altered for the respondents’ children. Within
Latino-white marriages, biculturalism—in contrast with Latinos adopting a white “American”
identity—is likely to emerge. For instance, white women who married Latino men often
embraced aspects of Latino culture and passed it along to their children. Yet, for these children,
upholding Latino cultural ties depended on their proximity to other Latinos, particularly

extended family members. Both location and family relationships shape how parents and children
from interracial families understand themselves culturally. As interracial marriages become more
common, Marriage Vows and Racial Choices shows how race, gender, and class influence our
marital choices and personal lives.
How to Write Wedding Vows John Wiley & Sons
Amy watches in growing fear the worsening confrontation between her husband and her son,
until she realises that only one of them can survive it. How long can she keep them apart? The
final volume in "Promises to Keep". It follows directly on from Book Two, Mud and Gold.
Vows Nicholas Brealey
Lauren McKinley's raw glimpse of how to survive life in a destroyed marriage has inspired many by reminding
women they're not alone. In Stop Wrecking My Home, she shares her personal story of the destruction an affair
brings to a marriage, family, and community. Her words invite the brokenhearted to fight for their marriage while
maintaining their self-worth. Her writing provides healing, hope, and restoration to the victims of betrayal. The
pain you have endured may have broken your heart, but it does not have to break you.

After the Billionaire's Wedding Vows... Focus on the Family
The authors provide a wholly new framework for understanding why poor women have lower
rates of marriage and have children outside of wedlock.
The Meaning of Marriage Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Amy tries desperately hard to be a good wife and mother. She puts her whole heart into doing the
best she can. But will her best ever be good enough for this man? Mud and Gold is the second
book in the three-volume "Promises to Keep". It follows directly on from Book One, Sentence of
Marriage.
After the Roses Oxford University Press
This book is a collection of some of the wisest and most heartfelt words ever written about
marriage, including works by such authors as Pablo Neruda, Kahlil Gibran, Richard Bach, Susan
Polis Schutz, as well as many of Blue Mountain's most popular contributors. It is a beautiful gift
for any couple getting married or celebrating an anniversary, as well as a great resource for
couples who are planning their wedding and looking for meaningful readings to include in their
ceremony.
The 80/80 Marriage Oram Productions
The riches and power of all 24 promises are thoughtfully shared, and each chapter concludes
with highly practical applications "For him" and "For her" on how to benefit from each promise.
This is definitely the kind of book couples will want to read together more than once!
Offbeat Bride Harlequin
In 1914, Daisy lives in the quiet New Zealand valley where her family has farmed for
generations. A cherished only child with an adored older cousin, and surrounded by a sprawling
extended family, her world seems a warm and safe one. But the Great War is casting its long
shadow over New Zealand. Daisy watches in growing fear as more and more of the men leave to
fight in Europe, and the War strikes ever closer to the heart of her family. Daisy's War opens five
years after the end of A Second Chance. The settings and many of the characters from the earlier
books are revisited, while a new generation is introduced: that of Amy's grandchildren.
Vows Hachette UK
Unenthused by a white wedding gown and bored by the hoopla of the Hollywood-style reception,
Ariel Meadow Stallings found herself absolutely exhausted with the nuances of traditional
nuptials . . . so she chose to take a walk off the beaten aisle. In this updated edition of Offbeat
Bride, Stallings humorously recounts the story of the original offbeat wedding-hers-and shares
anecdotes and advice from dozens of other nontraditional couples. She also includes a chapter on
budget weddings in today's weak economy, along with sidebars, tips, tricks, and planner
encouragement to help you figure out your special day. What results is a combination of hilarious
wedding stories and tons of helpful how-tos-a perfect mash-up of memoir and handbook. At once
practical and enjoyable, Offbeat Bride validates choosing the funky, different, and offbeat over
the traditional, and leads couples through the planning process-from unique ideas on how to
announce their engagement all the way to answering the question, "So, how's married life?"
Stallings is the ultimate guide to the alternative wedding of your dreams, and with Offbeat Bride,
she brings you a book that serves both as an encouragement and celebration of aisles less
traveled.
Intercultural Marriage Simon and Schuster
The author of "I Promise" has created a lovely gift book that helps couples speak to one another's heart and
emotional needs with gentle promises--to be faithful, to listen, to forgive, to honor, to provide for--that affirm the
forever kind of love.
The Marriage Pledge Russell Sage Foundation
Almost every married couple wants to have a better marriage. Now couples can build a stronger relationship, one
prayer at a time. Simple, sincere prayers help both men and women apply what God’s Word says about marriage
to the reality of their shared life. Specific prayers for different facets of marriage provide readers with relevant
prayers for their spouses and their relationship whether they are newlyweds or have celebrated decades together.
With a sweet gentleness, this book offers prayers for emotional and spiritual intimacy, relationship growth,
protection from temptation, and much more. Whether readers are trying to repair their marriage, enjoying marital
bliss, or are getting ready to be married, this book helps them build a strong foundation for their life together.
Promises I Can Keep Europa Editions
It's Jordi Gordan's 55th birthday and she receives, as she has for every birthday for the last fifteen years,
a message from Nico. While her husband, Hal, cooks her a birthday breakfast, she cries over her
message from Nico - because Jordi is a woman with a secret. During the course of the day, the reader
follows Jordi around: to the traditional family breakfast and the handing out of gifts, then to a visit with
her (now French-speaking and senile) elderly mother, to Thrupps for some groceries, to lunch with her
best friend, the irrepressible Sally, and then home where she makes the final preparations for a business
dinner party that evening (an unfortunate miscalculation of dates that has robbed her of a special night
with Hal). As she goes about her preparations, we meet Jordi's friends and family - and we get to see
how her life is carefully constructed to screen all of them from her secret. Slowly, Jordi begins to tell us
about Nico - how she first met him and where, how they knew as soon as they met that there was
something between them and how neither of them could act on it because of their marriages. For almost
thirty years, she and Nico have been sidestepping each other - in London, in New York, even in Jo'burg.
And at every turn we see how Jordi and Nico's lives are kept apart by Jordi's strong belief in the
importance of her marriage vows. Even when she weakens and begins to indulge her fantasy of running
away to be with Nico, there is always something to hold her back. As evening approaches, she puts Nico
to the back of her mind and readies herself for her guests. The dinner party is a success and the
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atmosphere is laid back and casual. Then, while she is taking a break from the table, Jordi overhears two
of her guests talking about her. Back at the table she confronts the women in an amiable kind of a way,
but it becomes clear that something is not quite right. The conversation grinds to a halt before Moira,
Jordi's poisonous sister-in-law, blurts out a shocking truth.
Daisy's War Catholic Book Publishing
Promise to Marry is book one in the New York Times bestselling three-book series Promises. We were best
friends since as early as I could remember. We grew up together. We were next door neighbors. We shared each
other's deepest secrets. When I was thirteen, we made a pact: if we were still single by the time we were 30, we'd
marry each other. Today was my thirtieth birthday. I was single. I knew he was single too. But we were no longer
best friends, and a part of me knew that he hated me. This is book one of a three book series. Books two and three
will be full-length novels. Book Two: Promise to Keep Book Three: Promise of Forever
I Promise You Forever OUP USA
"Disarmingly honest, beautifully insightful. Crack open Vow and prepare to be quickly carried away by
Plump's vivid prose, so-close-you-can-hear-it voice, and suspenseful storytelling skills." -- Redbook
magazine
Powerful Promises for Every Couple Penguin
"I Do! I Do! The Marriage Vow Workbook" is an inspirational resource for creating compelling vows
for your marriage, civil union, commitment or recommitment. Endorsed by Harville Hendrix, Ph.D.,
author of "Getting the Love You Want" and cocreator of Imago Relationship Therapy, this workbook
will help you craft vows that will serve you not only during the ceremony itself but throughout your
lives together. As a result of reading "I Do! I Do! The Marriage Vow Workbook," completing the
exercises and writing your marriage vows, you have the opportunity to (1) awaken to the deepest reasons
for joining your lives in marriage, (2) envision what you want most from your life together, (3) initiate a
ritual to sustain your marriage for many years to come, and (4) create a loving, committed partnership
that's truly ideal for both of you. You may wish to buy two copies of "The Marriage Vow
Workbook"-one in which each partner can work through the exercises. Also makes a great gift for an
engagement or bridal shower!
Promise to Marry Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
"Through practical insights and powerful stories, Dr. Evans inspires and instructs so couples will
discover the hope, challenge, and guidance God's Word provides for their journey together."--
Stop Wrecking My Home Zondervan
In November 1918, the Great War is over and the men are coming home. For a brief period, Daisy's world once
again seems a safe and settled one. But no one returns unscathed from such a war, although not all wounds leave
obvious signs. And hard on the heels of the Armistice comes a new, invisible enemy that will strike much closer
to home: a lethal epidemic of influenza. Till now, Daisy has shared her dream of some day becoming a doctor
with only one person: her beloved cousin Eddie. Her hopes for the future must be set aside while events are
buffeting her family; and the best education her little school can offer aims no further than producing capable
farmers and useful wives. Pursuing her dream will be no easy task for Daisy. After the Roses is the sequel to
Daisy's War.
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